Magnetic nanomaterials and sensors for biological detection.
It is becoming progressively more understandable that sensitivity and versatility of magnetic biosensors provides unique platform for high performance diagnostics in clinical settings. Confluence of information suggested that magnetic biosensors required well-tailored magnetic particles as probes for detection that generate large and specific biological signal with minimum possible nonspecific binding. However, there are visible knowledge gaps in our understanding of the strategies to overcome existing challenges related to even smaller size of intracellular targets and lower signal-to-noise ratio than that in whole-cell studies, therefore tool designing and development for intracellular measurement and manipulation is problematic. In this review we describe magnetic nanoparticles, synthesis and sensing principles of magnetic nanoparticles as well as surface functionalization and modification and finally magnetic nanoparticles for medical diagnostics. This review gathers important and up-to-date information and may help to develop the method of obtaining magnetic materials especially for medical application.